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This document has been put together primarily to support researchers in the
University of Oxford’s Nuffield Department of Primary Care Health Sciences
and those funded by the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR)
Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLAHRC)
Oxford at Oxford Health NHS Foundation Trust.
However, any researcher at the University of Oxford working with PPI
representatives is welcome to use this resource to guide them.

Thank you to all the researchers and PPI representatives
who gave their time to help develop this resource.
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Section 1 Introduction
1.1

What is Patient & Public Involvement?

Involvement = where people are actively involved in research projects and in research
organisations, planning what should be researched and how it should be done.
Participation = where people take part in a research study or clinical trial.
Engagement = where information and knowledge about research is shared with the public,
with some interaction and listening to the public.
http://www.healthtalk.org/peoples-experiences/medical-research/patient-and-publicinvolvement-research/topics
Healthtalk has drawn together a range of views on what people think public involvement in
research is for which included;
 the best way to find cures;
 to improve care and treatment;
 to improve patients’ quality and length of life;
 to prevent illness.
However, many felt research does not always address the things patients think most
important. They suggested patient and public involvement is about making sure the right
research is done and challenging research that may be driven by the interests of
pharmaceutical companies or individual researchers. This might mean;
 suggesting different research questions or priorities;
 helping medical researchers understand what outcomes matter most to patients;
 raising the profile of particular diseases or symptoms;
 challenging wasteful or unnecessary research.
At another level, people said patient and public involvement is not just about doing the
right research, but making sure research is done right.
Patient and public input can help by;
 making sure researchers explain clearly what their study is about;
 communicate more sensitively with people;
 design studies so they are easier to take part in and more efficient;
 tell people the results.
 In some cases patients may get involved in doing the research, helping to collect
data or analyse the findings from a patient perspective.
 They can also help to raise awareness amongst the public of what research is going
on and how to get involved.
It can also be argued that involving people is a democratic right (because as tax-payers or
givers to medical research charities we all fund research), or that researchers have a moral
duty to involve patients, even if it makes no real difference to the research that gets done.
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1.2

How to use this document.

This document can be used by any research staff involving patients, carers, members of
the public and members of voluntary organisations that provide services in their research
work.
It is intended as a reference document to prompt thinking and not as a ‘bible’. Researchers
can dip into sections that they need and they may download templates that they think
could be useful to them. This ‘Guide’ is just that, and is offered as a way to encourage
thinking around good practice in PPI work; it does not claim to have all the answers or to
be fully comprehensive. It will be a living document as the work of involving the public
becomes more established within research and constantly updated, so please provide
feedback if when using this guide you were unable to get the help you wanted or found
errors.
1.3

Terminology

For this document the terminology chosen is PPI representative. However, this is one
choice amongst many and there is no one term that is correct or even preferable. It is
important for researchers to be aware that some PPI representatives feel strongly about
the terminology used, although most are agreed that there is no easy answer to this issue,
as there are many different preferences amongst those currently recruited.
One solution is to ask people how they would like to be called at the start of a new project.
However, Healthtalk points out that how people refer to themselves may change as they
recover from illness and become more involved, so researchers need to think about this
too.
Some of the options to offer the people that you are working with;
presentative/member
ublic representative

Expert by experience
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Flowchart demonstrating how PPI can be used throughout the research cycle;
Decide what research you are
going to do by asking the public
what matters to them?

Choose your own
research topic.

Decide what
sort of PPI input
you want?

Apply for funding and
Both what
level will the
input be at
and is it
important for
the person to
have lived
experience of
the
condition?

Budget for
your PPI
work
adequately
in your bid

Use PPI reps to help
make a good
application

be granted it

Recruit formally or
informally

Aim for a minimum
of two PPI reps for
any research project

Appoint the PPI reps

Provide an appropriate induction

Ensure that the reps can be
reimbursed and/or paid and that you
and they are keeping records

Encourage all on
Benefits to get help

Provide appropriate training
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Support the PPI representatives
well
Provide feedback
to the individual
reps and to
others who
helped recruit
them

Set up good
record keeping
systems

Give ongoing
support

Run meetings that
allow the PPI reps
to make a good
contribution

Review the input of the PPI reps with them
and either provide additional support or alter
your own practices depending on the outcome

When the research ends provide the PPI reps
with other options to be involved in our work
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Section 2 – Before you begin
2.1 Using PPI to define the research topic
Generally speaking researchers decide what research they want to do based on their own
working experiences and contact with patients in clinic. It is however, also possible (and
desirable!) to hold public engagement meetings where you can ask open questions about
the sorts of topics people would like research to be carried out in. You might choose this
option in collaboration with colleagues, so that a broad range of expertise could potentially
be utilised. [You may also wish to look at the James Lind Alliance to see if they have
already done any work identifying uncertainties in your research area;
http://www.lindalliance.org/]
If you do decide to consider a public engagement exercise use this checklist to plan the
event;
 Think about the goal of your event and the key answers that you are looking for.
 Involve stakeholders in planning the event. Understanding what would get this
group interested in your activity will not only help you attract an audience but will
also help you develop a more interesting activity.
 Decide who your target audience is – the more tightly this is defined, the easier it
will be to develop activities that are relevant & enjoyable and to use appropriate
communication styles. Consider your motives and why you feel this group should be
targeted? Why should they be interested in your activity?
 Consider why a particular group would be interested in your findings – this will help
you tailor your event to their interests and needs. Successful events rely on finding
a spark or point of relevance that engages the audience.
 When you begin planning your event, think about any practical issues that may
affect audience participation - try to identify potential barriers and remove them.
These might include: timing - for example, think about what day of the week or time
of day suits your audience best, choosing a venue that is accessible, or take your
activity to a place the audience already uses (such as a community centre), develop
an activity your participants can engage with (for example an activity that takes
account of disability issues) and consider the costs of your event.
 Consider how you can market your event and whether you can tap into existing
groups or networks. Allow plenty of time to carry out promotional activities,
including planning and developing material.
Use group newsletters to promote your event, but bear in mind that many
organisations only have quarterly newsletters.
Use media coverage, such as local newspapers and social media to generate
awareness.
Use direct mail, email and existing electronic news groups to reach audiences.
Ask whether the venue can help promote your event - for example they may have a
mailing list you could use.
 Consider working with a voluntary organisation to run a joint event, so that they
could assist with much of the set up work and marketing. Be clear about what their
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role will be and what input you expect to have into decisions. Ensure you get a full
quote from the agency that clearly outlines the different costs involved in the
project.
There are many ways to engage the public with research and research issues. The method
you choose will depend on your reasons for engaging the public and your own preferences
and expertise. Examples include;
1

2

3

4
5

6

Patient / peer support groups – These might be run by a charitable group or be
entirely self run. Examples might be a ‘Breathe Easy’ group, a carer’s group or a
group for people with mental health problems. You might approach such a group
at one of their regular meetings, and ask for some of the time of the meeting to
consult with them.
Focus groups - A focus group is a form of qualitative research in which a group of
people are asked about their perceptions, opinions, beliefs, and attitudes towards
a product, service, concept, advertisement, idea, or packaging. Questions are
asked in an interactive group setting where participants are free to talk with
other group members.
Charities – some charitable groups would be willing to consult their members for
you. They might do this at established meetings or remotely. Depending on the
numbers they will contact and the method, you will need to build in adequate
time to allow this to happen and ensure that you are prepared to reimburse their
expenses (if for example posting is involved).
You may also wish to look at the James Lind Alliance to see if they have already
done any work in your research area; http://www.lindalliance.org/
Online. You may use social media, for example contacting an established network
for feedback (such as MumsNet) or you might create your own platform. Advice
on this will be available from your Communications officers.
Citizens' jury - A Citizens' Jury is a mechanism of participatory action research
that draws on the symbolism, and some of the practices, of a legal trial by jury. It
generally includes three main elements:

a) The "jury" is made up of people who are usually selected "at random" from a local or
national population, with the selection process open to outside scrutiny.
b) The jurors cross-question expert "witnesses" — specialists they have called to
provide different perspectives on the topic — and collectively produce a summary
of their conclusions, typically in a short report.
c) The whole process is supervised by an advisory panel composed of a range of people
with relevant knowledge and a possible interest in the outcome. They take no direct
part in facilitating the citizens' jury. Members of this group subsequently decide
whether to respond to, or act on, elements of this report.
7

Consensus conference - Participants are selected from the lay public that have
no specific knowledge of the issue at hand and are demographically
representative.
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Members of the consensus conference participate in preparatory events and are given
material to gain a basic understanding of the issue at hand. They then participate in a
conference. Over the duration of the conference, the delegates participate in a Q&A
session with experts, where they get opposing views. Citizens then prepare a final
document containing their views, opinions, stances, and recommendations for the issue.
On the final day of the conference, the conference delegates then discuss their final
document with policy & decision makers.
8

Debates - Debating is commonly carried out in many assemblies of various types
to discuss matters and to make resolutions about action to be taken, often by a
vote.

9

Festivals and public events – For example, you could encourage the public to
come up with a treatment uncertainty by engaging with them at a public event.

10

Public lectures – You could use a lecture on a related subject to then consult with
the audience.

For further information on these and other types of engagement activities use this helpful
checklist; Participation tools
2.2 Where in your research to involve the public?

Good Practice in PPI work states that PPI representatives can be involved in your work at
every stage of the research cycle. Involve people at an early stage so that they feel part of
the research and also have a sense of ownership of the research. Consider involving people
in the identification and prioritisation of the research topic and the development of the
research question. See 2.1.
Even if you decide to define your own research topic you will still need to consider how
you are going to incorporate your PPI element.
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Several funding bodies, as well as research ethics committees ask grant applicants about
their plans for public involvement with an expectation that if they are not involving
members of the public in the research then they need to have thought through why they
have made this decision and explain the reasons.
For example, the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) ask applicants to describe
how they have involved the public in the design and planning of their study as well as their
plans for further involvement throughout the research, and if not, to explain why.
Responses to these questions will be considered by the reviewers, research panels and
boards (which increasingly include members of the public) and will influence funding
decisions.
The National Research Ethics Service (NRES) will ask about the plans for public involvement
in your research if you apply for ethical approval, and it will be part of their assessment
process.
2.3 When is ethical approval required for involvement?
The involvement of patients or members of the public does not generally raise any ethical
concerns for the people who are actively involved, even when those people are recruited
for this role via the NHS. This is because they are not acting in the same way as research
participants.
Therefore ethical approval is not usually needed for the involvement element of the
research, (even when people are recruited via the NHS).
However, if you plan to consult patients and members of the public using formal research
methods (e.g. surveys, focus groups or interviews), and plan to analyse the data and
publish the findings as research, then the people you are consulting are also research
participants, and the usual governance approvals (including research ethics) are required.
Or, where people’s involvement results in direct contact with study participants the ethics
committee will need to give specific consideration to the involvement as an element of the
ethical review process. A Research Ethics Committee will need to check that the person
carrying out the research has adequate training, support and supervision appropriate to
the circumstances in the usual way.
For most studies it is not appropriate for people involved in the research as PPI
representatives to also be participants in the research, as that can compromise both the
researcher and the person involved. However, many clinical trial or pilot participants go on
to become actively involved as PPI representatives when their participation is over.
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2.4 Help in defining the impact your PPI work will have on your research outcomes
If you consider what you want public involvement to achieve in your research from the
start, you will be able to plan your research work such that it makes the most of positive
PPI input. There is useful guidance on how to do this at PiiAF guidance document
2.5 Refer to the Dept/NIHR CLAHRC Oxford payment policy
This will be available on the website once the payment policy is agreed. For further advice
please speak to the PPI team (contacts at section 16).
2.6 Funding PPI to inform your application
If researchers seek funding from any NIHR grant, programme or themed call then they can
access the support of the Research Design Service South Central. (They may also be able
to provide a less fulsome level of support for applications to other funding sources –
please ask them)
There are various ways in which the RDS may be able to help with PPI; such as providing
assistance in identifying suitable PPI representatives, facilitating initial meetings, offering
advice on long term PPI strategy, and supporting PPI costs.
The RDS has a budget to ensure that PPI representatives are reimbursed for their time and
expenses throughout the application process.
If you would like PPI, or any other advice from the RDS, please visit their website
http://www.rds-sc.nihr.ac.uk/ and choose the ‘Request Support’ option. RDS South
Central has a dedicated PPI officer whose details are below;
Megan Barlow-Pay

Patient and Public Involvement Officer

Tel : 023 8120 4772

Megan.Barlow-Pay@nihr.ac.uk

RDS PPI handbook
2.7 Maximising the impact of PPI work in your funding application
When applying for a grant, one of the aspects to be considered will be the quality of PPI
involvement in the research to date (prior to submission) and the quality intended for the
proposed research itself.
Most panels, including those of the NIHR, include lay members that are patient
representatives who provide guidance to the panel on the quality of the PPI input.
Some of the key aspects that are considered are the following:
a. PPI members’ involvement in the research to date, including:
 Have they been involved from the beginning?
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 Have they had an input into the design of the research?
 Is there any evidence that PPI involvement to date has made a difference to the
proposal?
b. The quality of the PPI arrangements in the project, including:
 Strengths of the PPI proposed and any concerns that undermine it (e.g. is there
sufficient funding to undertake the PPI activities proposed).
 Is the PPI element truly embedded in the proposal or is it tokenism?
 Have relevant PPI members with knowledge of the disease area or topic been
sourced (e.g. from patient support groups)?
 Will PPI members continue to be involved (e.g. as members of a Steering Group,
undertaking research themselves, designing Patient Information Sheets if relevant,
designing questionnaires if relevant)?
 Will PPI members be involved in the dissemination of the research results?
 Will the patients, carers and members of the public who participated in the
research be advised of the findings?
c. The quality of the Plain English summary, including:
 Does the summary give a clear explanation of the research?
 Is it complete enough to describe the research if it is used on a stand-alone
basis?
 Does the language used make sense to a lay person with no medical training (i.e.
remove all medical terms and “jargon”)?
 Are any acronyms used (hopefully limited) clearly explained?
d. Other aspects of the proposal from a PPI member perspective, including:
 Is the study sufficiently attractive to lay members to become involved
(recruitment) and to stay involved (retention)?
 Is the research of real benefit to patients and carers and would they rank it high
in importance in meeting their needs?
For further information please see; http://www.nihr.ac.uk/CCF/PPI/Public_reviewer_guidance.pdf
2.8 Using the INVOLVE cost calculator
Some research funders, such as the NIHR, will actively encourage and expect public
involvement to be adequately costed in research proposals. It is very difficult to obtain
funding for public involvement later if it has not been built into your research grant
application.
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Effective public engagement takes both time and money and it is important to have an
adequate budget for both. Be realistic.
You should include not just expenses and any payment for time, but the cost of providing
lunch at meetings or other refreshments and any times when you may have to pay for an
external venue. If you are going to deliberately recruit people with disabilities or think it
highly likely that they will want to be involved be ready to also pay for additional costs such
as taxis if they cannot use the bus or paying a carer to escort them.
Use the INVOLVE Cost Calculator to work out what your PPI will cost;
http://www.invo.org.uk/resource-centre/payment/
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Section 3 – Advertising
Before you can begin the process of advertising you need to decide what you want your
PPI representative to provide;
a) a specific perspective based on their understanding of the issue you are
researching? This is generally referred to as lived experience. If this is what you
want you should also consider if it will be acceptable to you to work with someone
from a voluntary organisation that represents the illness or condition involved?
b) a general public contribution in terms of the management of your work?
Be clear in your advertising and when you speak to candidates which of these you require.
Before launching into an advertising campaign it is important first to clearly define who
your audience is, and plan how and where you will reach them; then you can match the
advertising activities to suit. Think about whether you will reach them directly through
word-of-mouth activities such as emails or letters, or indirectly through adverts, flyers
etc.
To get a better understanding of your target audience ask yourself where they go, what
websites do they visit, who do they interact with?
For example, to reach people for weight or diet-related research target local weight loss
groups. Or for a study on child or women’s health target Mumsnet.
Don’t just put an advert up on your department website if members of the public don’t
visit it, or Tweet something from a Twitter account with few followers or the wrong type
of followers; keep your advertising activities well targeted and you will have a higher
success rate.
See appendix for sample adverts
3:1 Potential methods of advertising:
 Adverts/flyers in surgery/clinic waiting rooms/ pharmacies/dentists (see 3.3)
 Adverts/flyers placed with Voluntary Sector infrastructure organisations. Ask PPI
Coordinator for advice on this.
 Adverts in local/national newspapers
 The web pages of your department or NIHR CLAHRC Oxford
 Adverts on the Patients Active in Research website for the Thames Valley PAIR or
national People in Research
 Face to face discussion with relevant patients during clinical encounters
 Letters to potentially-interested patients/service users
 Adverts/emails/letters sent to relevant local or national voluntary groups/charities
for distribution around their membership. Ask Coordinator for advice on this.
 Adverts on local community message boards or parish magazines
 Use of personal contacts and word-of-mouth
If you need to recruit PPI representatives from ‘seldom heard’ communities discuss this
with the PPI Coordinator so that you can focus on some targeted recruitment methods.
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Please note that this will almost certainly take longer to achieve and you should build this
into your planning.
3:2 Information for potential applicants
If people express an interest they can be sent the “Information leaflet for patients and
members of the public interested in getting involved in our research”. This document is
currently in draft form but as soon as it is ready will be put on the website. Please ask the
PPI Coordinator for this document.
3:3 Method for approaching clinicians to recruit patients
A good method of recruiting people to be involved in your project will always be from
personal recommendation. It may be that you are a GP yourself or you have a colleague
who is, or you have contacts in allied health professions who feels able to approach some
of the patients at their surgery/clinic. This is acceptable but should only be done with the
full agreement of the Practice’s senior partner or clinic’s organisational lead. You could
contact them informally if you know them, you could ask your colleague to approach them
or you could write formally. Whichever method you use it would be advisable to get their
approval in writing, to save any misunderstandings at a later stage.
See Appendix for template letter to send to a GP Practice Senior Partner/ Organisational
lead
Produce a flyer
It may be the case that a GP practice or clinical setting feels that a direct approach puts
too much pressure onto the patient. In such cases consider creating a flyer (A5 or smaller)
that primary or secondary care colleagues could hand to patients to take away with them,
giving them the opportunity to contact you if they are interested, without feeling obliged
to say yes to the health professional that asks them.
Before sending it make it into a pdf (as many people may not be able to open Publisher
documents etc.)
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Section 4 – Recruiting
The key message in any contact that you have with people who show any kind of interest
in getting involved in research should be gratitude. Make it clear that you are delighted at
their input and welcome their inclusion in your work.
There are various sorts of roles in PPI representative work. For our purposes they will be
allocated in the following diagram into either involvement or leadership. You will need to
decide which is the more relevant for your role and tailor your recruitment approach
accordingly.

Developed by the Thames Valley
Patient Experience Strategy Group

4.1 Develop a role description and person specification
It will be an important part of recruiting for you to consider what you are looking for in
your PPI representative. For some roles (leadership as above) it will be appropriate to
develop a written role description and person specification and to use a job application
form and formal process.
For other roles (involvement as above), you may adopt a more informal approach.
However, even if you do not develop a written role description and person specification
you will need to think about the kind of person you are looking for so that you can be clear
with candidates in your conversations with them.
See Appendix for template role description and person specifications
4.2 The application process
As there are different types of roles at different levels there will be different approaches
to how you contact applicants. For the leadership roles you may need to be more formal in
your approach, and ask people to complete an application form (or do so for them over the
phone). For other roles you might decide that you can be less formal and might want to
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simply discuss with the person what they are interested in, and gather their details as you
do so.
See Appendix for template application form and expression of interest forms
In dealing with any potential involvement level recruits you should be conscious that for
some, paperwork and forms may be off putting. You should also ensure that you check if
your potential recruit has any special needs which you will need to accommodate to help
them to fully contribute.
4:3 Interview
It is always better to have an open and transparent recruitment process but particularly so
if you are paying someone for their time.
An interview does not need to be a very formal affair or have to be face to face. However,
it is good practice on receipt of the application/expression of interest form to contact the
applicant and discuss further with them the skills that they think they will bring to the role,
why they are applying and what they hope to get out of involvement as well as to explore
further any issues that may arise.
If you are in a position to have formal interviews for PPI representative roles then these
should be carried out similarly to the interviews for staff; with 3 people on the panel, with
standardised questions that relate to the role etc.
Interviews conducted face to face should as standard offer the candidates expenses, but
payment for their time should not be applied until they are appointed.
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Section 5 – Appointing
As there are different roles that you are appointing to you will need to decide how formally
you wish to approach the appointing process. What is important however is that you
thank the person for their willingness to get involved and that you provide them with some
basic information. How you choose to present this information is up to you. You might
decide that you want to provide people with a written working agreement or you might
just want to send them a letter. Much of the details will have been part of the process of
discussing with those who show an interest. You might opt to put some details in separate
documents that they can refer to. Whichever route you choose this is the checklist of
information to consider providing;












Title of project and Department research group or NIHR CLAHRC Oxford theme
Who is the work funded by
Main aim of the project
Link person and their contact details and working hours
Alternative contact person in case of absence (or difficulties with main link person)
What level of time commitment is expected, and how long the project will last
Where most meetings will be held (and its reception phone number for late
cancellations)
Details of how to claim for reimbursement of expenses
Details (where appropriate) of how to claim for payment for time
Details of the Benefits advise line
Clarity that they are a volunteer and can withdraw at any time

See Appendix for template working agreement (formal) and appointment letter (informal)

5:1 PPI representative ‘personnel’ file
Once the PPI representative is appointed set up a file for them. This can include;








a copy of their application / expression of interest form
a copy of their working agreement / appointment letter
any notes taken at the interview
record of all training that they have undertaken however informal
record of their bank details
all review records
copies of any letters provided for them to the Job Centre or outlining different ways
of paying them

Finally provide their contact information to the PPI Coordinator so that they will receive
information and support from the Department or CLAHRC, more generic than just for your
project.
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If the person is on Benefits and asks for a letter for the Jobcentre Plus to state that their
involvement does not suggest capacity to work, speak to the PPI Coordinator who can
help.
If the person is on Benefits and asks about having their payments made differently (such as
averaging one meeting over several weeks) so that they do not breach their earnings limit,
speak to the PPI Coordinator who can help.
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Section 6 – Induction
The principle behind offering an induction is to enable the PPI representative to contribute
as fully as possible. They should all be given the basic induction and introductory reading
material. Remember that the PPI representative has volunteered their time and they need
to be encouraged and supported throughout their time with us, but particularly in the early
stages.
An example of how to make someone feel valued and welcome is to ensure that they
receive specific and clear instructions on finding the meeting venue, with details on how to
get there and contact details of reception for last minute queries (in case the contact
person has gone to the meeting and is no longer available on their phone).
6:1 PPI representative induction
The following should be offered as a minimum:
 Opportunity to meet the other PPI representatives on the project
 Opportunity to see the venue of the research (where this may have a significant
effect on the person’s ability to understand the work) and/or the meetings
 Opportunity to witness the research and/or meet some of the researchers
 Basic information about how the project fits into the Department or the NIHR
CLAHRC Oxford
 Details of how to claim expenses (and payment if appropriate)
 Opportunity to ask questions about the written agreement and to sign it for their file
 Welcome pack for new PPI recruits available on website or at CLAHRC website
6:2 PPI representative introductory reading material
 Written information clear to a lay audience about the research project
 Sufficient information about the research methods being used for the PPI
representative to fully understand the project
 Glossary of terms and acronyms so that the PPI representative has all the
knowledge needed for your project (a basic version is available from the Coordinator
on request which could be tailored to your project.)
 PPI strategy for the NDPHCS and NIHR CLAHRC Oxford (when approved will be
available on the website)
 Payment policy for the NDPHCS and NIHR CLAHRC Oxford (when approved will be
available on the website)
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Section 7 – Finances
Please refer to Section 2 for information about budgeting for PPI work in your funding
application.
A few things that you could usefully do to help your PPI representative include;
 Having plenty of expense claim forms available at meetings. You could also prefill
them in with some details including ‘n/a’ in the employee number box and your own
contact details where it asks for claimant address details.
 Ask them their bank details at the start of their involvement and keep a record of
this on their file to assist with any payment or reimbursement issues that might
arise.
 Be sensitive in handing out claim forms and talking to people about Benefits. Some
people may be embarrassed if they are making a claim when others do not – nobody
should be made to feel awkward about this. Assume that everyone may be on
Benefits and do not make assumptions about this based on how they dress or speak!
 You should always be clear with people that they do not have to accept either
expenses or payment but that there is no shame in doing either.
 Some people might ask you to donate their expenses or payment to a charity of
their choice but because the University of Oxford is a charity we are unable to make
a direct transfer payment. It would of course be entirely up to the recipient what
they choose to do with any monies they receive from us.
 In principle payment relates to children & young people as much as it does to
adults. However, it is good practice to get permission from parents or guardians
before giving payment to a minor. Where a young person or child is involved and it is
their parents who have incurred expenses to enable their involvement, then it is the
parents who should make the claim for their expenses to be reimbursed.
This whole section will have to be reviewed once the payment policy is agreed.
7:1 Reimbursement of PPI representative expenses
Reimbursement for expenses are not taxable.
The University of Oxford expense form can be found here;
expenses form
It is strongly recommended that you encourage any PPI representative in receipt of State
Benefits to contact this helpline (7.3) to ensure that there are no adverse effects of their
involvement work with you, prior to their involvement.
Where you are paying expenses you should be clear with the PPI representative right from
the start that they must get your permission before claiming expenses not listed in their
agreement with you. You should pay expenses as follows;
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 Mileage for private vehicles at 45p per mile for the first 10,000 business miles in the
tax year and then 25p for each business mile over 10,000 in the tax year.
 Cost of public transport
 Taxi in cases which can be justified e.g. multiple people travelling to same place,
personal safety, disability or efficiency.
 Cost of a paid carer providing the PPI representative’s caring role in their absence.
This to include travel/accommodation/subsistence requirements and hourly costs.
 Cost of a paid carer supporting the PPI representative to attend the meeting due to
their own support needs. This to include travel/accommodation/subsistence
requirements and hourly costs.
 Standing allowance of £5 per meeting to cover the cost of telephone calls, paper,
printing ink and home office sundries, should they be used.
You should encourage your PPI representative to make their expenses claims as soon as
possible and arrange the payment to be made as soon as possible after they do so.
Anything that is more than 12 months old will not be paid. Evidence of expenses in the
form of a receipt or ticket must be provided. Where receipts are difficult to obtain (for
example the use of Oyster cards or calls made on mobile phones) copies of bills or
computer printouts with the relevant section highlighted can be accepted.
Whether your project is part of the work of the Nuffield Department of Primary Health Care
Sciences or the Oxford NIHR CLAHRC Oxford you should send your claim forms to the
budget holder or delegated authority for authorisation and they will then send it on to the
finance team.
It is good practice to pay people on Benefits (at least) their expenses on the day and for
this reason you may prefer to arrange for petty cash. (You would do this across the board
so as not to embarrass any individuals)
To do this at the Nuffield Department of Primary Health Care Sciences:
a) Ask the Finance Officer for a float from petty cash up to a limit of £50 for a meeting
and each claim can only be a maximum of £20
b) If you will need more than £50 per event then give the Finance Officer a week’s
notice of needing a bigger float. The maximum for any one claim will remain at £20
c) You could reimburse the PPI representative out of your own pocket and then use
their receipts to make your own expense claim to the department.
The use of petty cash only applies to expenses, not payment for time.
NIHR CLAHRC Oxford researchers who work for departments other than that of Primary
Health Care Sciences should consult their own Finance Officer for their own department’s
advice on raising petty cash.
Please note that if a PPI representative asks for payment by cheque they should be
warned that this may delay payment – BACS transfer is the University’s preferred method.
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7:2 Payment of PPI representative

This refers to payment for time which is over and above the reimbursement of expenses
Payment for time is taxable and should be declared for tax purposes.
You can use the expense form to cover this element too. The University of Oxford
expense form can be found;
expenses form
It is strongly recommended that you encourage any PPI representative in receipt of State
Benefits to contact this helpline (7.3) to ensure that there are no adverse effects of their
involvement work with you, prior to their involvement.
You will have made clear to the PPI representative from the advertisement onwards what,
if any, payment is available. This will be based on what you budgeted for when you made
your funding application.
You may use the INVOLVE recommended rates which are;






Full day meetings: £150 - to include all prep and follow-up
Half day meetings: £75 – to include all prep and follow-up
Short pieces of work which require little prep or follow-up, such as a telephone
meeting or reviewing short documents; approx 1-2 hours: £20.00
Work totalling approx 2-3 hours, including shorter face to face meetings: £50
Longer pieces of work such as reviewing/commenting on strategic
documents/policies or plans, via email or post. Approx rates for this are:
o Reviewing short documents, as above: £20
o Reviewing for example mid-length reports (~50-100 pages): £150
o Reviewing large reports/documents, (over 200 pages): £200

Payments made for time to PPI representatives are deemed by HMRC as income. This
applies even if payment is made via vouchers. PPI representatives receiving any payments
or incentives should be made aware that this may impact on their entitlement to Benefits.
Breach of benefit conditions can result in an individual’s Benefits being stopped. It is the
person’s responsibility to keep to the conditions of those Benefits on what they can do and
amount they can be paid. (7.3)
PPI representatives are also responsible for their own related pension contributions,
National Insurance (NI) and income tax.
Once you have appointed the PPI representative you can get their bank details and then
complete a Payment Request Form.
In some cases you may decide that you would rather pay the person with vouchers.
Nuffield Department of Primary Health Care Sciences uses the Gifts for All company for
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this. You will need to raise a purchase order and wait for them to be paid before they will
send you the vouchers so you would need to allow at least a month for this process.
Alternatively you can request Blackwell’s vouchers from the Finance Officer and they will
be available within 3 working days. NIHR CLAHRC Oxford funded researchers who work
outside the Nuffield Primary Care Health Sciences should consult their own Finance Officer
for their own department’s advice on paying with vouchers.
In either reimbursing or paying, the PPI representative may ask you to make a direct
payment for the item such as direct payment to their carer. In such circumstances speak
to the PPI Coordinator who will help.
Please note that if a PPI representative asks for payment by cheque they should be
warned that this may delay payment – BACS transfer is the University’s preferred method.
7.3 Benefits Advice Service for involvement
There are two confidential free services providing advice and support;
It is strongly recommended that you encourage any PPI representative in receipt of State
Benefits to contact the appropriate helpline to ensure that there are no adverse effects of
their involvement work with you, prior to their involvement. It will help them if you tell
them where the funding for your project comes from.
INVOLVE
(Jan 15 for one year pilot) which will offer personal advice and support on
how payment of fees and expenses for public involvement might affect people in receipt
of state Benefits.
It is available to:


members of the public involved with NIHR organisations



members of the public involved in studies funded by the NIHR



staff within NIHR organisations who are supporting members of the public to get
involved

The process is:


contact INVOLVE on benefits@invo.org.uk or 02380 651088, stating which part of
the NIHR you work in (for example, BRU, NIHR CLAHRC Oxford, LCRN)



members of the public can contact INVOLVE using the contact details above
(INVOLVE staff do not need to know anything about their Benefits situation)



the person enquiring will then be given an email address (or telephone number) to
contact the Benefits advice service directly, together with a unique code that will
need to be quoted.



E-mail is preferred for the first contact. The service will then arrange a time to call.
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It is important to allow members of the public with enquiries to contact the Benefits advice
service directly, rather than raising any enquiries on their behalf. This will avoid
misinterpretation or confusion in any advice offered.
If you are not sure whether your project qualifies to use this service, please contact
INVOLVE on Benefits@invo.org.uk or 02380 651088.
N.B The service is not able to give advice on tax or National Insurance enquiries, or on
Benefit queries relating to payment for participating in research (for example, for taking
part as a subject of a clinical trial or research study).
NHS England
has also arranged for a helpline to be available to patients and staff who
have queries about being involved with NHS England’s work. Bedford Citizens Advice
Bureau provides a telephone helpline service to help resolve any benefit concerns that
arise from payment of fees and expenses for public involvement. The service should be
contacted via email involve@bedfordcab.org.uk with a brief summary of the query, or by
calling 01234 330604.
One of the biggest difficulties for people on benefits because of ill health or disability is
that Jobcentre Plus offices can interpret involvement as readiness for work whether or not
payment is being offered. NHS England has developed a standard letter which explains
clearly that involvement opportunities with NHS England are not an indication of readiness
to work, or employment. Suggest that the CAB is asked for this where appropriate.
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Section 8 – Training
The principle behind offering training is to enable the PPI representative to contribute as
fully as possible. They should all be given the basic induction and introductory reading
material (see section 6). In addition, it may be necessary to arrange specific training for a
given project as need arises. This cannot be prescriptive because of the nature of the
research (some will be more technical than others) and because the starting knowledge of
PPI representatives will vary.
8:1 PPI representative training
Currently there is no specific in-house training provided for PPI representatives. The
Coordinator does intend to arrange some training however and this document will be
updated when this is available.
Topics might include;
What is evidence?

Clinical audit or research?

Ethics

Bias

Quantitative/ qualitative research

Study design

Phase I – IV trials

Systematic reviews

The research cycle

Research terminology

Informed consent

What is good research?

Critical appraisal

Communication

Influencing in meetings

Dealing with conflicts

Chairing meetings
It may be possible to offer your PPI representative national training from INVOLVE or
regional training by partner agencies. The Coordinator will be able to advise if any is
available.
8.2 Training in best practice in PPI for researchers
Currently there is no specific in-house training provided for researchers in how to work
well with PPI representatives. The Coordinator does intend to arrange some training
however and this document will be updated when this is available.
Topics might include;
Why do PPI?

PPI in the research cycle – maximum impact

Changing culture

Tackling barriers

Involvement in different research areas / activities

Chairing meetings

Acknowledging and using lay skills

Where can you get support?

Influencing in meetings

Dealing with conflicts
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Section 9 - Running meetings that involve PPI representatives
Remember that it is vitally important to acknowledge your PPI representatives input and
encourage their involvement. Say thank you to them at the end of the meeting. Send a
follow up email that thanks them for their input. Make sure that PPI representatives input
is minuted. Phone the person before and after their first meeting to help put them at ease
and see if they have any questions about the agenda. Ideally contact them like this before
all meetings.
It is considered good practice to always have at least two PPI representatives in any
meeting. This enables them to gain confidence from each other and for the meeting to get
more than one view.
9.1 Terms of Reference
Whether you are managing your PPI input through focus groups or including
representatives on trial steering committees or other groups you will have to consider how
the group functions. It will be good practice for the group to agree its own Terms of
Reference at the beginning of their work and to review these occasionally.
See Appendix for template Terms of Reference
9.2 Good practice in running a meeting
Things to consider when setting up a meeting that includes PPI representatives
 Make sure that the room you are using is accessible that there are disabled toilets
that can be accessed by someone in a wheelchair and that there is a hearing loop.
 Make sure that there is disabled parking and that other parking is as easy as possible.
In a place like Oxford if parking is not possible then ensure that you consider holding
the meeting out of town where people can park or ensure that you choose a venue
on easy bus routes.
 Provide not just the address of the venue but a map and any other details necessary
to make it easy to find for someone coming for the first time. Provide the phone
number for the reception in case of last minute difficulties.
 Think about how people are going to enter the building – will they need to be met,
given a parking permit or directed to the actual room?
 Ask people if they have any special dietary needs (e.g. vegetarian, gluten free etc.)
and be sensitive to the patient population you could be meeting with e.g. people
with diabetes.
 Provide up-to-date travel expenses and payment forms and ensure they are filled
out correctly – be aware that some people may be embarrassed to claim if others
are not and alter your system appropriately (providing in a sealed envelope etc.)
 Don’t make the meetings too long and plan breaks (particularly relevant if your PPI
representatives have a disability or condition that means they need the toilet more
often or they cannot sit in a chair for too long…) Breaks will generally be welcomed
by all!
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 Consider evening or weekend meetings if you need to attract working age and
young adult participants
 Consider your venue if you want to attract a particular cohort. For example holding
a group in a Sure Start Centre with facilities for play may attract young parents.
 Have an agenda for your meeting that you share at least a week before the meeting
 Create an atmosphere where people feel able to share ideas by always welcoming
input from all, encouraging people to speak up and thanking those who make
suggestions.
 Give plenty of notice of meetings – do not assume that because your PPI
representative is retired for example that they do not have many other
commitments
Before the meeting, facilitators should
 Try to ensure that they are working in pairs as meetings can often be busy and it is
hard to welcome people, deal with the room and refreshments as well as taking a
leading role or taking minutes
 Try to provide basic refreshments such as tea and coffee on arrival, and allow time
for this in the agenda. If the meeting is longer consider whether it is appropriate to
provide a light meal or another drinks break and make arrangements for this. If you
are doing this you will need to find out about any special dietary requirements of
attendees beforehand. When thinking about your venue remember to book an
accessible room: Are there disabled toilets on the same floor? Lifts? Is there a
hearing loop?
 Think about how you are going to fully involve those with a disability or condition but
how you are going to do this respectfully without drawing unnecessary attention to
them.
 Think about what you want to get out of the meeting but also what the attendees
could get out of it.
 Make sure that you think about how you are going to gather feedback about the
meeting.
 Offer PPI representatives the opportunity for a chat to answer any questions they
have individually and check that they are happy
On the day facilitators should
 Ensure the room is comfortable, warm and not too noisy and that the seating allows
attendees to see and interact with each other
 Bring with you enough copies of any paperwork sent to the attendees; do not
assume that they have been able to print them out at home. (You should establish
with new PPI reps if they have a printer at home and if using it is acceptable to
them)
 Greet each attendee and start the session with introductions. It’s a good idea to get
each person to introduce themselves and say a little bit about why they came; this
helps break the ice and makes people more confident about contributing later on.
Name badges may help for those with poorer memories or who did not hear a name.
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You may find that name plaques stood in front of the person if the meeting is round
a table are helpful if distances make name badges hard to read.
Remember basic housekeeping; make people aware of fire alarms and exits, toilet
location etc.
Remind people of the purpose of the meeting, run through the agenda and mention
the beginning and ending times, and whether there will be any breaks.
Outline the ground rules of the session. Is it ok for people to ask questions at any
time? Remind people not to talk over one another. Ask people to respect each
other’s contributions. Make a clear statement about the confidentiality of the
information provided by participants. Explain how the information from the meeting
will be used. Ask people to respect each other’s confidentiality too.
Ask if there are any questions before you start.
Make sure that everyone has the chance to speak – you might need to actively
encourage quieter members to do so and discourage some from dominating
proceedings
Try to avoid becoming defensive if there is criticism or problems are raised as this
will stifle further conversations about these issues.
Avoid letting the meeting run overtime; people may need to get back for caring
responsibilities etc.
Ensure people are clear about what will happen next; will there be another meeting?
Will there be further correspondence? What are the next steps for the project?
Ensure people have filled out their expense forms and know what to expect from
the reimbursement procedure, such as how long it can take.
Thank the group for their time.
Provide an opportunity for feedback – verbal, written etc. Consider how you are
going to make this open – does it need to be anonymous for example? How real can
that be in a small group? Do not assume that everyone can read or write.
Give people the opportunity to confirm that they are happy that their contribution is
being accurately recorded.

After the meeting
Write to people and thank them for participating. Summarise what happened and let them
know what will happen next. Invite people to give you feedback.
9.3 Helping People to Contribute Effectively During Meetings
There are many reasons for non-participation during meetings including lack of
preparation, shyness, being overawed by rank or someone's specialist knowledge or being
put off by another's aggressiveness or dominant behaviour.
To draw out the silent type and protect them from intimidation it might be helpful to ask
questions that tap their expertise, praise their good ideas, openly note their contributions,
and call on those that are shy or junior first.
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Of course you may also have to limit the long winded. This can be done by setting the
ground rules at the start including how long any one person can speak for at a time. You
should also request that remarks be confined to the topic of discussion. If someone still
insists on an opera length speech you may have to tactfully but firmly insist that you move
on.
It is equally important to remain focused on the agenda and what needs to be achieved. To
do this you will want to summarise progress and remind everyone of the meeting's
objectives. You will also have to interrupt if the discussion gets out of hand, off topic, too
heated or rowdy. Act quickly if a serious disagreement arises.
Sometimes a participant may have something worthy to contribute but may not be the
best public speaker. At such times it is the chair's job to rescue that person by helpfully
summating what they think he/she was trying to say.
You should work to encourage diverse points of view, especially if it is a problem solving or
brainstorming session. Well run meetings enable a group of people to achieve more than
the sum of their individual efforts, through the creation of synergy and the combination of
their collective expertise.
You should encourage all opinions and perspectives to be explored but be prepared to
highlight bias and oversights. Some participants will need to broaden their viewpoints while
others must be encouraged to be more realistic.
To generate ideas you may want to try brainstorming, asking open questions (ones that
cannot be simply answered by yes or no), encourage partial ideas, reserve your own ideas
until the end, clarify and paraphrase for others (make sure you ask them to confirm that
you have it right), and the use of verbal and non-verbal reinforcement
You may wish to offer a de/briefing meeting for PPI representatives before and/or after
the meeting.
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Section 10 – Working with the seldom heard
10.1 Working with children & young people
Rather than repeat a range of good practice here, please refer to other expert publications
in this area.
If you have any specific queries or would like further help please speak to your PPI team.
http://www.invo.org.uk/find-out-more/involving-children-and-young-people/
http://www.nihr.ac.uk/get-involved/young-people-and-research.htm
http://www.ncb.org.uk/what-we-do/research/involving-children-and-young-people-inresearch
http://www.participationworks.org.uk/resources/guidelines-for-research-with-childrenand-young-people
http://nuffieldbioethics.org/project/children-research/
10.2 Reaching adult seldom heard groups
Seldom heard’ is a term used to describe groups who may experience barriers to accessing
services or are under-represented in healthcare decision making.
Traditionally, some of the groups identified include;
 rural communities,
 black & minority ethnic (BME) groups,
 gypsies and travellers,
 lesbian, gay, bisexual & transgender,
 asylum seekers and refugees
 prisoners
 homeless
 young carers.
However, in reality, teenagers, employees, people with mental health issues or a learning
disability or substance misuse issues and many others may be considered as seldom heard,
due to the fact engagement may not be straightforward.
The only way to actually engage with different groups is to understand them individually
and tailor involvement to them accordingly.







Understand their needs and priorities – this will help to define the way you engage
Find out how they like to get involved – align your approach with this
Determine the way they prefer to be communicated with and what tools they use –
tailor your method, for example, to social media, video, or even workers in the
community
Find out who they trust and have good relationships with – develop a relationship with
those stakeholders and ask them to help you reach people
Don’t expect everyone to feedback in the same way – from online snap surveys to
face-to-face discussions, adjusting the approach to get the right results is important
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Professor Louise Locock of Oxford University has done some specific work in this area;
http://www.invo.org.uk/posttypeconference/patient-involvement-as-a-route-toseldom-heard-groups/
Oxfordshire County Council has been proactive in both training their staff in this area and
recruiting PPI representatives from traditionally seldom heard groups. Contact with them
can be made via your PPI team.
Some specific advice is available from the Social Care Institute for Excellence;
http://www.scie.org.uk/publications/positionpapers/pp10.asp
If you have any specific queries or would like further help please speak to your PPI team.
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Section 11 – Ongoing support
11:1 PPI representative ongoing support
You should arrange to provide the following support as a minimum;
 Meeting papers to be sent 1 – 2 weeks in advance
 Phone contact before and after meetings to answer queries
 Access to additional information provided on PPI by INVOLVE as needed
 Help with claiming expenses and payment
 The template logbook form for them to record their expenses received etc.
 Ongoing training informally provided in house to help explain aspects of the project
 The offer of additional formal training as it becomes available
 Regular feedback so that they know what progress is being made on the project.
Wherever possible include feedback on how their impact has made a difference to
the work.
 Providing their contact details to the PPI Coordinator so that they will be included in
any relevant support such as the PPI newsletter.
Many people choose to become involved with research for the opportunity to learn new
skills, make a contribution, and meet new people. Consideration should be given to other
forms of support and recognition to enhance the experience for individuals who get
involved. This might include, for example, training and learning, attending conferences,
confidence building, help with ongoing learning, CV development and future employment.
If you do not feel able to provide this please talk to the PPI Coordinator to discuss
possibilities.
Remember that even if you are paying people for their time it is important to thank them
for their contribution regularly. An occasional formal letter of appreciation from the head
of the research project will also be much appreciated.
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Section 12 – Record keeping
It is important that you keep records as you go along as it is impossible to remember
everything and in particular longer studies may change and become quite complex.
Recording as you go along will save you time and frustration in the long run!
12:1 PPI representative contribution to the work of the project – recording according to
the GRIPP2 formula
Further details to be put into this section when made available by national working group
Encourage your PPI representatives to comment on and suggest changes to these records,
and make sure the final versions are agreed with them if possible. Keeping such records will
help towards identifying and reporting PPI impacts at the end of your study, which is
becoming increasingly important.
12:2 Financial record of PPI representatives work on the project
You should set up a PPI financial recording file for your project to help you keep track of
expenditure and so that you can respond to queries from finance staff or PPI
representatives.
You should include the financial record at the front of the file
See appendix for template financial recording forms
All receipts and forms to raise the BACS payments should be kept behind these records in
the folder in date order.
They should be kept until the end of the Project and then advice sought from finance
colleagues about what should be done with the records.
See Appendix for record keeping format
It is also good practice to encourage the PPI representatives to keep their own records of
any payments that they receive so that they can be clear where they are up to and this
dual recording can be used to clarify any discrepancies. If they do PPI work for more than
one research project they might want to keep a separate record for each of these.
You should provide them with this as part of their induction. See appendix for record
keeping format

12:3 Acknowledge the input of your PPI representatives
INVOLVE encourage you to acknowledge public contribution to your research in reports,
publications, posters and presentations.
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12.4 Writing a case study demonstrating the impact of your PPI involvement
This is something that you may be asked for and the following guidance is offered to assist
you;
Things to think about before you get started.

 Make a plan before you start, jotting down ideas based on the template guidelines
 Style of writing – feel free to write in a style that suits you. Using ‘I or we’ is usually










more compelling for the reader than ‘It was felt that.’
Aim to write between one and two sides of A4, not including illustrations (max 800
words). While short succinct case studies are great to read, they can be difficult to
write well. So you may wish to ask your own communications/PR team for help with
editing a longer draft to less than 800 words.
Consider including section headers and sub-headers to help the reader
Consider using bullets for lists
Try to include some photos, graphs, diagrams or video footage
You may have documents that you produced as part of your project that will interest
readers, so please reference them as appendices in your work and attach them with
your case study. Remember to name the attached file so it can be easily identified e.g.
Appendix 1: Diagram illustrating process of work.
Edit and proofread your draft and delete any repetition in different sections. Remember
that your Communications team might be able to help with this.
Finally, ensure you have received advice and permission on sharing information, names
and documents publically.

See appendix for template of case study
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Section 13

Provide feedback to your PPI representatives

When you are working with PPI representatives you should give ongoing verbal feedback
at the time. This should not be patronising. Do not tell them they have had a good idea if
you do not believe that they have. Equally be encouraging where you can be. Your
feedback will enable the PPI representative to improve their own input as they go along.
13.1 Two types of formal feedback
It is important to provide PPI representatives with feedback on the work of the project.
What have been the research outcomes, what is being done with the evidence and
analysis, what publications has it gone into etc. PPI representatives will want to
understand what if any further research may be carried out on the back of, or as a result of
the project.
It is equally important to provide PPI representatives with feedback on the impact that
their involvement had in the work of the project (i.e. what has been helpful and why).
For this reason it will be important that you set up from the start mechanisms to record
this impact (see section 11).
You should also consider how you are going to provide this feedback and at what intervals.
In both cases you will need to enable the PPI representatives to respond to the feedback
and to consider any appropriate responses from your Department’s point of view.
Regular feedback can improve PPI contributions in the future.
13.2 Generic feedback
In addition to the direct feedback that you will provide to your actual PPI representatives
you may wish to consider some of the following ways to provide feedback to those who
assisted;
It is important to provide feedback on the outcomes of your project to any of the following
that you asked to help you in recruiting either PPI representatives or trial participants as
this will encourage them to believe that their efforts were worthwhile and appreciated.
 GP practices or other clinicians
 Voluntary agencies
 Existing PPI groups
 Student groups
 Research Design Service
 University of Oxford research support service
 GP Patient & Participation groups (PPGs)
 Stakeholder groups
How you could provide the feedback;
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 You could send an item that could easily be inserted onto websites, with a link to
your own organisation’s web page
 You could provide a flyer that could be put on noticeboards giving a link to your
results
 You could ask the PPI co-ordinator to include your outcomes in the PPI newsletter
 You could ask your Communications officer to include your outcomes in your
department’s newsletter, to place on your department’s website, Facebook page
and to tweet it.
 You could run a public event to showcase your results (or piggy back on some other
event)
There is a developed model of providing feedback that is called FANFARE (Feedback
Announcements to Facilitate Awareness of Research Endeavours) – for more information
on this please contact Christine A’Court at the NDPHCS who can give details of pros and
cons for each method.
 Email practices a selective update/ results summary for trials to which they have
recruited patients. Suggest practices post it on their practice website, with a link to
Departmental website. Participants could be told at recruitment/during the study
that the link exists and how to find it
 Ensure each trial’s patient information includes clear information about how to
access results e.g. PI’s email address, NDPCHS website address
 Send practice a paper version of results summary, requesting it be posted to
patients involved – only really feasible if a small numbers of patients
 NDPCHS/CTU produce multi-study newsletters which can be left in practice waiting
rooms, and/or posted to recruits
 In studies with high student population-display summarised results plus web site link
on College/JCR/SCR noticeboards
 Tweet a snippet of results and/or availability of results on Departmental
website/College noticeboards/practice noticeboards
 Text summary or availability of results – might only work if NDPCHS invest in mass
texting software.
 Create a ‘results’ section on Departmental website. Use PPI groups to help compose
content.
 Ask the practices’ Patient Participation Groups (PPG) (virtual and face to face
groups) for their input e.g. announcing results at any meetings they organise.
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 As a PPI Group is now attached to every study as part of the grant application ,
include them in responsibility for dissemination e.g. via local radio, talks to relevant
stakeholder groups such as parents’ groups, Slimmers World, Diabetes UK etc.
 Ask PPI group or researchers to put on a ‘results’ meeting at the Department and
invite all study participants
 Send all participants a copy of the journal article
 Send postcards to trial participants reporting on how trial is going. These could also
highlight where/when results will be available. Send final easy-to-read (‘lay’)
summary.
 Community meetings involving local population, hospital staff and local – this does
not specifically target trial participants.

13.3 Certificate of Attendance
For some PPI representatives it may be appropriate and helpful to provide them with a
certificate of attendance e.g. young people looking for means to boost their CV.
Please see the template Certificate of Attendance which you can adapt
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Section 14 – Review
14:1 PPI representative review process
You should arrange for either telephone or face to face opportunities to review the PPI
representative’s role at least 3 months into the project and again 6 months in. If the
research goes on for more than one year you should also offer the review annually. The
PPI representative should be encouraged to view this interview as an opportunity to
explore any areas of training need they still feel they have and to raise any issues they have
in fully contributing to the work. You should also view it as an opportunity to get their
feedback on how you might support them better or run your research differently.
If the PPI representative is not contributing as fully or as well as the researchers had hoped
this should be raised and reasons for it explored. The PPI representative should be offered
every support available to enable them to improve their involvement.
Be open to the PPI representative’s suggestions for how you might improve your own
performance in this area. Ask open questions to encourage their feedback.
The ‘interview’ should be kept as informal as possible but key action points should be
recorded and kept on their file.
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Section 15 Ongoing opportunities for your PPI representatives
Plan in advance what will happen to the people you have involved at the end of the project,
as many of them will have enjoyed it and be keen to do more. Your colleagues will also be
glad to know of people willing to get involved in their own work. They will have developed
skills both in research and in involvement and it would be a shame for both them and us to
waste this.
Talk to them about what else might be available and help them to get involved by making
introductions.
If they have given their permission, provide their details to the PPI Coordinator, who will
help them to find another project.
Alternatively you could direct them to these websites where they could find other PPI
opportunities;
Patients active in research (Thames Valley)
or
People in research (national)
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Section 16 – Contacts of your PPI team

Dr Sian Rees
PPI Lead
sian.rees@phc.ox.ac.uk
07761 045424

Lynne Maddocks
PPI Coordinator
lynne.maddocks@phc.ox.ac.uk
01865 617198

www.phc.ox.ac.uk

www.clahrc-oxford.nihr.ac.uk/

Nuffield Department of Primary Care Health Sciences, University of Oxford
New Radcliffe House, Radcliffe Observatory Quarter, Woodstock Road, Oxford, OX2 6GG
In addition there are people with experience of PPI work in each CLAHRC theme who
would be willing to discuss any queries with you. To be put in touch please contact;
nihrclahrc@phc.ox.ac.uk
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Section 17 Helpful web links
INVOLVE

Briefing notes for researchers

Resource for researchers

Health Research
Authority

Protects and promotes the
interests of patients and the
public in health research and
streamlines the regulation of
research

Health Research Authority

Association of Medical
Research Charities
(AMRC)

National membership
organisation of leading medical
and health research charities

AMRC

Healthtalk

Range of interviews of patients Healthtalk on PPI
and researchers on all aspects
of PPI

James Lind Alliance

Learn about what researchers James Lind Alliance
and the public working
together decide are the top
research questions in your field

PAIR

Find recruits for PPI in the
Thames Valley

Patients Active in Research

People in Research

Find recruits for PPI nationally

People in Research

Research Design
Service

Range of advice including on
PPI

RDS Information for
researchers

University
Research support at Oxford
Administrative Services University

Research support

School for Primary Care Partnership between the
Research
Universities of Birmingham,
Bristol, Keele,
Manchester, Nottingham,
Oxford, Southampton and
University College London.

SPCR

Scottish Health Council

PPI toolkit

Participation toolkit

Public Involvement
Impact Assessment
Framework

A toolkit for researchers to
assess the impact of the PPI
work they do

PiiAF
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3 Advertisement for PPI representative with a specific perspective

Are you interested in improving services provided by your GP and their team?
Have you or are you experiencing [insert illness or condition]? Could you help us to
improve the research that we are doing into this [insert illness or condition]? Do you work
in the voluntary sector with people who experience [insert illness or condition]?
Become a patient and public involvement representative
We are looking for people to join our [insert the nature of the group/work you are
recruiting to]. This work will involve you in [insert number of meetings per year] mostly
lasting [insert timing of meetings] at [insert venue]. The project is expected to last [insert
months].
You do not need to have any specific skills to join our research project – we are keen to
work with people who have living experience of [insert illness or condition] and who are
able to explain what that is like and contribute to our group discussions to help make our
research better.
We will reimburse all expenses that you have to help us with this work.
If appropriate also state
We are able to pay Patient & Public Involvement (PPI) Representatives an honorarium. The
rates are currently [insert amount that most readily relates to the work that you have for
them and the budget you have e.g. £75 for a 3 hour meeting including preparation and
follow up].
If you are interested in this role then please contact [insert main link name, phone number
and email] to discuss the details and ask for an application form.
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3 Advertisement for PPI representative who will bring general management skills

Are you interested in improving services provided by your GP and their team?
We are looking to recruit people from all walks of life and with a range of skills. We need
people who can provide [insert what is relevant from strategic overview, project
management, skills in defining research parameters, improving dissemination of research
findings to the wider community, skills as joint grant holders or co-applicants on a research
project, assistance with the development of patient information leaflets or other research
materials, undertaking interviews with research participants]
We are looking for people to join our [insert the nature of the group you are recruiting to].
This work will involve you in [insert number of meetings per year] mostly lasting [insert
time of meetings] at [insert venue]. The project is expected to last [insert months].
We will reimburse all expenses that you have to help us with this work.
If appropriate also state
We are able to pay Patient & Public Involvement (PPI) Representatives an honorarium. The
rates are currently [insert amount that most readily relates to the work that you have for
them and the budget you have e.g. £75 for a 3 hour meeting including preparation and
follow up].
If you are interested in this role then please contact [insert main link name, phone number
and email] to discuss the details and ask for an application form.
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3.3 Template letter to send to a GP Practice Senior Partner/ Organisational Lead

Date
Dear Dr / other title …………………
I am a researcher on [insert the nature of the group/work you are recruiting to]. As you
will be aware the NHS has made a firm commitment in its Constitution to involve patients
and the public in all aspects of its service delivery and this is echoed in research by NIHR. I
am therefore looking to recruit patients to get involved in the planning, delivery and
management of my project. I would be most grateful if you would allow [insert name of
GP] to approach directly those of their patients that they feel would be able to help. It will
of course be entirely the patient’s choice and would have no impact on the care that they
receive from your practice or the NHS more generally.
I am looking for patients who have a if appropriate [insert lived experience of …………..] or
[insert general management / scrutiny skills]. If you or any of your other colleagues would
be willing to ask specific patients of your own that would be much appreciated too.
This work will involve the patient in [insert number of meetings per year] mostly lasting
[insert timing of meetings] at [insert venue]. The project is expected to last [insert
months].
I have enclosed a patient information leaflet which could be given to any potential recruits
and can provide more if needed.
We will reimburse all their expenses.
If appropriate also state
We are able to pay Patient & Public Involvement (PPI) Representatives an honorarium. The
rates are currently [insert amount that most readily relates to the work that you have for
them and the budget you have e.g. £75 for a 3 hour meeting including preparation and
follow up].
I do hope that you will feel able to support me in this. Please do not hesitate to ask if you
require more information about the research.
I look forward to your kind response
Yours sincerely.
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3.3 Template letter to be given to patients

Dear ………………………………..
We are looking for people who might, from time to time, be able to meet with, or
communicate with medical researchers seeking the input of patients to decide how and
what they should study.
The sorts of issues you might be able to comment on are how best to promote
recruitment to studies, production of helpful patient information sheets, and feedback of
results to trial participants.
People who choose to get involved in this voluntary work generally find it stimulating and
rewarding. You can read more about this at http://www.phc.ox.ac.uk/about/patient-andpublic-involvement-ppi
If you would like to be included in a register of potentially interested people please email
lynne.maddocks@phc.ox.ac.uk or phone 01865 617198. Or if you prefer send a letter
with your contact details and interests to;
Patient and Public Involvement Co-ordinator,
Nuffield Department of Primary Care Health Sciences
Radcliffe Observatory Quarter
Woodstock Rd
Oxford
OX26GG
We will reimburse all your expenses for attending any meetings and may also be able to
make a payment for your time.
Thank you very much giving this your consideration.
Yours ………………,
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4.1 PPI representative role description

The main purpose of this role is to provide a public and patient perspective into the
research project [insert name].
o You will be expected to attend and contribute to meetings which will plan, monitor
and review the work of this research project. Your assessment of the project should
only be from this perspective.
o Include from the list below as appropriate, and tailor to your own project.
o You will be asked to provide specific insights based on your own experience (or that
of people you support) in relation to a specific illness or condition. While we ask that
you speak directly from your own experiences, PPI work is not an opportunity for
discussions about the specifics of your medical treatment, these should be reserved
for your clinical appointments. Your input should be aimed at helping the
researchers to understand their work from the point of view of someone who
experiences the topic of the research.
o You will be asked to review documents – assessing their suitability for a lay
audience.
o You may be asked to contribute ideas on the suitability of research for potential
participants.
o You may be asked to contribute ideas and input into recruiting or advertising to
potential research participants.
o You may be asked to devise new documents
o Researchers are required to produce lay summaries of their work, you may be asked
to review them for their readability.
o You may be asked to contribute to the design of questionnaires or other aspects of
the research which will be received by patients and members of the public
o You may be asked to take part in telephone conference calls or to work remotely via
email, not meeting in person with the researcher or other PPI representatives.
o You may be asked to provide feedback on the impact of your PPI role
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4.1 PPI representative person specification

Include from the list below as appropriate, and tailor to your own project.
Essential requirements
 Ability to confidently express your views at meetings attended by a range of
professionals
 Ability to keep asking questions until you get enough information or an explanation
to fully understand what people are talking about
 A willingness to listen to, and consider, different perspectives and opinions
 An ability to challenge current thinking in ways that are both creative and supportive
 The ability to manage and plan your own time
 The commitment to attend meetings as agreed (medical condition allowing)
 The commitment to prepare for meetings by reading information sent to you in
advance
 To give and maintain a firm commitment to keep our research confidential and
declare any conflicts of interest if they arise
 Willingness to review your involvement with the support of your lead contact
Desirable requirements
 Some knowledge of the NHS; how it is structured, funded and managed
 Some knowledge of how the government supports health research
 Some understanding of how research is conducted in a health setting
Requirements relating to a PPI representative with a specific perspective [use as relevant]
 Experience of [insert illness or condition] within the last 5 years
 Experience of caring for someone with [insert illness or condition] within the last 5
years
 Experience of [insert treatment or procedure] as part of your healthcare treatment
 Current work in a voluntary sector role where you support people with [insert illness
or condition]
Requirements relating to a PPI representative required to provide strategic management
perspective [use as relevant]
 demonstrate commitment to continuously improving outcomes, tackling health
inequalities and delivering the best value for money for the taxpayer
 embrace effective governance, accountability and stewardship of public money and
demonstrate an understanding of the principles of good scrutiny
 bring a sound understanding of, and a commitment to upholding, the NHS principles
and values as set out in the NHS Constitution
 be committed to ensuring that the organisation values diversity and promotes
equality and inclusivity in all aspects of its business;
 be able to demonstrate a special interest in the Thames Valley by, for example, living
or working in the area or by being closely involved in projects that affect the area
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 have the skills, knowledge, qualifications and experience to assess and confirm that
appropriate systems of internal control and assurance are in place for all aspects of
governance, including financial and risk management
 have an understanding of the resource allocations devolved to NHS bodies
 have the ability to chair meetings effectively
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4.2 PPI representative application form – suitable for more leadership roles

Name:
Address:
Telephone Number:
Email Address
(wherever possible):
Do you have a long
term health condition
(for more than 6
months which is
expected to continue
for some time)? If yes
please state what?

We ask this question to help us understand if you approach
the project with a specific perspective relating to the
research topic. You do not have to answer if you prefer not
to.

Are you applying
because you work for
the voluntary sector
supporting people with
a condition related to
our research?
Are you a carer? (If
you have been a carer
in the past how long
ago did you stop being
a carer?)
Have you recently used
NHS services in Thames
Valley? If yes please
state what.
Please tell us why you
would like to be
involved in our research
and in what project?

If yes please state the name of the voluntary organisation
and your role within it

Please state their relationship to you and what their
condition is;

Please state what skills
you believe that you
would bring to this role.
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Please state if you have For example if you use a wheelchair, a hearing aid, speak
any specific needs that English with difficulty etc.
you would like us to
accommodate in order
for you to contribute?
Any other comments or
queries.
We may ask you more questions once you have submitted this form.
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4.2 Patient and Public Involvement Expression of interest form – suitable for guiding a
conversation with potential recruits to clinical projects where the approach is more informal

Name:
Address:
Telephone Number:
Email Address
(wherever possible):
It will help us to know if
you have any ongoing
health conditions and if
you want to specifically
get involved in research
into that condition. If
this applies to you
please give us a few
details here.
Are you applying
because you work for
the voluntary sector
supporting people with
a condition related to
our research?
If you are a carer (or
have been) and you
want to specifically get
involved in research
into the condition of
the person you care
for.
Please say why you
would like to be
involved in our research
and in what project?

If yes please state the name of the voluntary organisation
and your role within it

Please state who you care/d for and what their health
condition is;

We want you to be able For example if you use a wheelchair, a hearing aid, speak
to get as involved as
English with difficulty etc.
possible. So it will help
us to know if you have
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any specific needs that
you would like us to
accommodate in order
for you to contribute?
Do let us know if you
have more questions at
this stage.
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5 PPI representative working agreement

Suitable in more formal, leadership role appointments.
Thank you very much for agreeing to be part of [insert title of project]. This project is part
of the work of [insert Department or NIHR CLAHRC Oxford Theme] and is funded by
[insert funder]. The project aims to [insert main aim of the project] and you will be given
further information on this as part of your induction.
Your main link person throughout the work of the project will be [insert name, email and
phone number]. Please feel that you can contact this person with any concerns or queries
you may have at all times, not just at fixed meetings. Their working hours are [insert
working hours].
As discussed the project is expected to last [insert months or years]. If this changes at any
point you will be informed and given the option to extend your involvement if appropriate.
You will be expected to give the following time commitment;
[insert all meetings that the PPI representative will be expected to attend - frequency and
length]
[insert how much time they will need to spend preparing for the meetings listed above]
[insert how much time they may be expected to spend reviewing documents or working
on other items such as lay summaries]
[insert any time that they may be asked to be in virtual meetings or telephone conference
calls]
[insert any other time commitment that relates to your work such as helping with the
research itself by interviewing participants]
This will not be significantly altered without your agreement.
The meetings that you are asked to attend will generally be held at [insert venue giving
directions and travel / parking / public transport arrangements]. If you are unable to
attend please give your apologies to your link contact, but if there is an emergency on the
day you can contact the venue by phoning [insert venue phone number]. We will give you
plenty of notice if the venue changes.
We want you to feel fully able to contribute to our project in all of the ways that we ask
you to do. You should have let us know in your application form if you have any specific
support requirements and this is how we will ensure that these are accommodated [insert
specific arrangements you are making where appropriate]. However, if there are any other
needs that arise at any time please do not hesitate to let us know.
As agreed with you verbally we will [insert whether you will just reimburse their expenses
or if you will pay the PPI rep and reimburse their expenses]. The expenses that will be
reimbursed include [insert travel, carer costs, child care, stationary/printing/phone costs
and any others that you are offering]. Expenses must be agreed with your link contact in
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advance. For your work on this project there is also payment for your time. The payment
rates are [insert agreed payment based on the funding and budget that you have for your
project, specifying nature of the work, time duration and amounts]. Use if appropriate As
your involvement in this role will be part of your paid work for the [insert name] voluntary
organisation, the reimbursement of expenses and any payment will be made to [insert
name] voluntary organisation.
The process for having your expenses reimbursed is that you complete a University of
Oxford expense claim form (your link contact will provide you with these or you can find
them on the University website at
http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/finance/processes/forms/expensesandrelocation/)
You must provide original receipts and a ‘wet’ signature. Put n/a in the employee number
box. In the claimant address details put the details of your link contact. When completed
you give it to your contact link person for authorisation and processing.
(Only include this paragraph to those you are paying for their time) The process for
claiming for payment of your time is that your link person will complete a Payment Request
Form for you. All you will need to do is provide them with your bank contact details at the
start of your involvement. We will review these payments with you if the circumstances
of the project change significantly. Payments can be declined or smaller payments
requested. It is also possible to arrange a different payment method for those on state
Benefits concerned about breaching their earnings limit. Please speak to your contact link
researcher about this.
If you are in receipt of State Benefits it is very important that you check if there may be
any implications for your Benefits from being paid for your time. You should contact
INVOLVE on benefits@invo.org.uk or 02380 651088, stating which project you have been
asked to get involved with. You will then be given an email address (or telephone number)
to contact the Benefits advice service directly, together with a unique code that will need
to be quoted. E-mail is preferred for the first contact. The service (a Citizens Advice
Bureau) will then arrange a time to call.
(Only include this paragraph to those who refuse payment for their time) You have refused
the payment for your time that is offered to our PPI representatives. You may use this
agreement as proof with the Job Centre Plus if appropriate. If at any point in the future you
wish to change your mind about accepting payment please speak to your main link contact
who will make the necessary arrangements, but please note no payments will be made
retrospectively.
These payments are regarded by HMRC and the Jobcentre as income. You will be
responsible for declaration to HMRC or the Benefits agency of any payments received and
for any liability to HMRC/Benefits agency arising from them.
We would strongly encourage you to keep a personal record of all the reimbursement and
payments that you receive from us so that you can keep track and ensure that you are not
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out of pocket. We will provide you with a template form which you can use or you may
prefer to have your own system.
PPI representatives are not employees, officers or agents of Oxford University. You are
expected to adhere to this agreement but are not subject to Oxford University’s
employment policies and procedures.
You are a volunteer and so can withdraw from the project at any time. We very much
hope however that you will give notice whenever you can and that you will also let us
know why you are withdrawing.
Your link contact will review your input into the project with you at various points during the
course of the work. This will be an opportunity for you to ask additional questions and give
feedback on how you are finding the role. You should not leave any pressing issues to this
review, but it may be a chance to explore any additional training or support needs that you
feel you may have.
If at any point you are having any difficulties with the work that you do not feel able to
discuss with your link contact then please speak to the PPI Coordinator (currently Lynne
Maddocks on 01865 617198 or email at lynne.maddocks@phc.ox.ac.uk.)
We very much hope that you will enjoy the work of being a PPI representative on our
project and very much appreciate your commitment to it.
With all best wishes
[insert project lead or theme lead signature, name and job title]
This agreement was received by [insert PPI representative name] on [insert date]
Signed

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Date

---------------------------------------------------

Finally, we would like to be able to send you our department’s newsletter and other
occasional items of interest. For this purpose we would need your permission to share
your contact details with colleagues in the department. Please sign here to confirm that
you are happy to be contacted by other staff in the department.
Signed

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Date

---------------------------------------------------
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5 PPI Representative appointment letter

Suitable for less formal appointments
Dear …………………………………
I am delighted you will be joining us on the ……………………….. project. Your participation is
greatly appreciated.
As discussed at our recent meeting (phone call) the details of your involvement will be set
out in the attachment to this letter. Payment for agreed expenses will be reimbursed as
set out in attachment 2 …….. (and the process for claiming payment for your time is set out
in Attachment 3…………)
I shall be your main link throughout the project so if you have any questions or concerns
please let me know.
I look forward to seeing you again at the next meeting and working with you over the
coming months.
Yours sincerely
………………………………………….
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9.1 Template Terms of Reference for groups that have PPI representatives within them

The role of the Group
The role of the Group is to advise on the development and co-ordination of [insert project
details] and to act as a ‘critical friend’.
Responsibilities
o Provide views on the plans for design, implementation & evaluation of applied
interventions
o Providing advice and guidance as appropriate to progress the work of the [insert
details of the project]
o Developing appropriate documents and policies to support the development of
[insert details of the project]
o Providing information and advice based on your experience and that of others you
know.
o Guide and advise on the dissemination of individual research projects within the
project
o To help guide the development of recommendations for further work.
o The group may request members to speak at meetings as seems appropriate and
reasonable and may request feedback with regard to the recommendations it makes.
o It is each member’s responsibility to make it clear where a matter shall remain
confidential and not for discussion outside the Group
Ways of working
o The Group will be chaired by [insert job role] and co-chaired by [insert PPI
representative]
o The Group will meet a minimum of [insert times a year]. Not all of these meetings
will be face to face.
o Members of the Group will receive papers one week before each meeting. PPI reps
should be consulted about whether this is adequate and the timing revised
accordingly.
o Secretariat for the meeting will be provided by [insert job role]
o Members may be contacted between meetings for advice should the need arise.
o From time to time sub-groups may be formed to work on specific issues as
appropriate.
o From time to time individuals may be co-opted to provide specific advice and
expertise as required.
o When sharing documents, members should make it clear if there is a restriction as
to:
- Circulation of the documents beyond the Group
- Copyright / use of the contents
Membership
The Group will have [insert details specifying staff roles and PPI ratios. It is best practice
to always have a minimum of 2 PPI representatives so that they are able to gain
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confidence from each other and can reflect different views. Specify clearly if PPI
representatives are recruited to reflect their lived experience]
Group membership would normally last for a period of [specify*] years but there would be
the opportunity to (alter as appropriate) continue for another year. After [*] years the
opportunity to participate would be opened up to new people. Rotation of the membership
will be staged to ensure that continuity is maintained.
Non members may be invited to join Group meetings on a one-off basis to aid discussion
of a particular topic, for example, as speakers, observers or invited guests.
All members should be asked for any conflicts they feel may arise from any other studies
or organisations they are working with.
Review
On an annual basis, the group will review the relevance and value of its work, as well as
membership.
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12.2 Financial record keeping templates

Reimbursement records for researchers to keep
Name of the Project
PPI rep
name

e.g Sarah
Jones

Reimbursement records
Type of expense (travel,
carer etc.)

4/2/15 Travel to Steering group
meeting

Amount & type of
claim

Date sent
claim to
Finance team

Payment made date &
how

Receipt
attached?

£3.60 bus fare

n/a

Paid cash on 4/2/15

Yes

Payment records for researchers to keep
Name of Project

e.g Tom
Smith

Payment records

Date of Type of work (meeting etc.)
work
done

Hours completed

Date sent claim Payment made date
to Finance team (specify if payment
declined)

4/2/15 Steering group meeting

2 hours

4/2/15

Paid by BACS on
8/2/15

Financial records for PPI representative to keep
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Name
PPI rep work Date of Date of Hours Amount of claim stating rate of pay
work
claim
worked
done

Payment
received

e.g steering
group
meeting

Paid by BACS on
15/2/15

reviewed
patient
information
document

4/2/15 9/2/15 2 hours £75 for mtg and prep work
Bus fare of £3.60
£20 agreed rate
7/2/15 9/2/15 1 hour

Any comments

Paid by BACS on
15/2/15
Paid by BACS on
15/2/15
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12.3 Certificate of Attendance

Once you have selected this template why not put a border round it and insert a
watermark of Oxford Spires?

Certificate of Attendance
Title of Event
Date of event

Insert other relevant
logos

Insert Department

Thank you to ………………………………………………………………………………………………
Who attended this workshop to give the ……………………………………………… Team information
and support for their research from a patient and public perspective.

Signature of lead researcher …………………………………………………………..

Alter the following as appropriate
Nuffield Department of Primary Health Care Sciences
……………………………………, Radcliffe Observatory Quarter, Woodstock Road, Oxford, OX2 6GG

www.phc.ox.ac.uk | @OxPrimaryCare

www.healthtalkonline.org

01865 ………………….
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12.4 Template for Case Study

Summary
Concisely explain the project, who was involved and who benefited (in a nutshell).
It’s often easier to write this once you’ve completed your first draft.
The purpose
Describe the original aims or objectives of your project. What was the problem, challenge
or opportunity that got you started?
Who
Describe all the groups, organisations or roles that were involved, and how you involved
them. This might include: who commissioned the work or project; who carried it out; who
was meant to benefit. Include names – they will usually want to see their efforts credited!
Breadth
Explain how wide the work was spread, so that people can understand the scale.
What you did (and what worked!)
Explain the process you went through, and mention what elements stood out as key to
your project’s success. You might have rejected some methods too, or tried things and
changed your mind. Just tell the story as it was.
Timescales
How long did the project take? How long might its Benefits last?
The difference your project made
Describe the outcomes and Benefits of your programme/project, for all or any of these:
 patients (directly)
 staff
 processes
 organisations
This could include saving money, speedier recovery for patients, improved well-being,
meeting targets or objectives, contented patients who feel like they are being listened to,
culture changes, and improvements for partnership. It could also include
personal/professional change. Imagine a local citizen reading it and wondering what the
time and effort was for.
What you learnt
Reflect on the learning for the people, and the organisation
What people said
Quotes from colleagues or patients will bring your case study to life.
With hindsight…
Say what you would do differently if you were to do it again
Conclusions and what next?
Where have you got to at this stage? Looking forward, are there future plans or spinoffs?
Contact details
If you’re willing to further share your experiences with others, please make this clear and
give your preferred contact details. When you have completed your case study please
share it with the Department or NIHR CLAHRC Oxford’s Communications Officer.
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